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Senior Josh Warolin spent his Summer doing
research at the University of Kansas Medical
Center.

Medicine

"I had access to all the materials and

is

information I could want," says Seth Vogel.
"When I talked to Greg he was generons and
helpfnl, pointing me in the right direction."

changing so fast.

Vanden Heuvel,

who hired current

The overlap between

senior Andrea Pausma in his lab the previous

research and practice

these stndents do a Ph.D. under him.
"Graduate students are hard to come by.

summer, says he would love to have one of

Most good students in the sciences go to
medical schools." He believes that most students aren't really exposed to other careers in

is becoming greater
all the time,

the sciences.
All three of the Dordt stndents who
have worked in Vanden Heuvel's

"

lab are pre-

med students. And although they still intend
to go to medical

school, the research experi-

ence has opened up a new dimension

of the

field for them.
"It didn't change my mind and, in fact,
(it] confirmed my desire to go into
medicine," says Warolin, but he believes

he

benefited greatly from it.
Vogel, on the other hand, says he really
came to enjoy the research-more than he
thonght he wonld. As a res nIt he plans to
apply to M.D./PhD. programs for next year.
Such programs combine research and practice-oriented training.
"Medicine is changing

so fast," says

Vanden Henvel. "The overlap between
research and practice is becoming greater all
the time." He believes that ten years down

the road medicine conld look very different,

IDside

8

Faculty pitch in for
new Mac lab

Science students
expand their education
during the summer

Dordt receives Steinway

Alumni profile: Teresa
Meyer Waters

Fall 2002

involving

more laboratory

But regardless of whether these stndents
enter a Ph.D. program at Kansas or anywhere else, Vanden Heuvel is appreciative

of

the contribntion they make and the opportnnity he has to help train mnch-needed future
scientists.
"A person can't run a lab by himself,"

he says. Warolin and Vogel contribnted to
research this summer that turned up some

doesn't want future scientists

Sally Joegsma

D

r. Greg Vanden Henvel from the

11
12

with treatment
research.

University

of Kansas Medical

Center

is absolutely thrilled with the Dordt
stndents he's had working in his lab for the

to be scared

tions that will include their names. Warolin

good one for the students.

snes and staining them to analyze the cells
present in tumors. Vogel stndied how protein affects the cell cycle in a CUX I gene.
"The arrangement benefits both of us,"
says Vanden Heuve!. In order to make strides

"These students have a wonderful
opportunity

to be exposed

to a research envi-

that the biggest difficnlty in science is going
from talking abont it to actnally doing exper-

ronment under the direction of a Christian
scientist," says Dr. Tony Jelsma of the Dordt
College biology department. Jelsma has
invited Vanden Henvel to speak to his

iments.

molecular

"People are afraid to fail," he says. Bnt
he's fonnd the three Dordt stndents he's
worked with not only very capable, bnt eager
to try anything.
"The first lab experience can be very
intimidating," says Vanden Henvel. He

students to Vanden Henvel.
"1 enjoyed it thoroughly," says Senior
Josh Warolin. "1 wanted the research experi-

last two summers.
"They're fearless,"

he says, explaining

significant resnIts and may lead to pnblica-

away from research because of the environment, so he tries to make the experience a

biology

classes and recommends

ence to improve my chances for getting into
medical school. Greg told us we were there

to learn, and we did."

worked on mice livers, making slides of tis-

in research, labs need to take some risks to

determine if a project is worth following np.
Doctoral

students are hesitant to take on pro-

jects that don't have a very good chance of
working. Undergraduates, on the other hand,
have nothing to lose if a particnlar project
runs into a dead end. They've learned from
the experience regardless of the resnlts.
continued on page two
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Summer research opportunities are available to many students

The arrangement

continued from page one
But the connection with Dordt College
doesn't end at the end of each summer.
Biology students of Dr. Tony Jelsma are
continuing research for Vanden Heuvel's lab
during the school year at Dordt. In fact,
Andrea Pausma is currently continuing a
research project for Vanden Heuvel as her
directed senior research. Pausma is using the
microtome machine donated last year to

benefits both of us,

A

nastasha Kamps found her summer research job when a recruiter from Michigan State
University came On campus. Wayne Dyksen, a graduate of Calvin College, was looking
for good students to apply for internships in his department. Kamps's double major in computer science and biology gave her an edge.
"So much research and treatment today involves hooking people up to machines or
exploring and treating patients by machines in the body, that people who know something
about computers and biology are going to be in demand," Kamps says.
In addition, much of biological research today is done by simulation on computer. A
programmer sets the general rules for how organisms act and watches the computer to see
how they are affected by other influences. Almost any biology area is going to be dealing
with computers in the future, Kamps says.
Kamps studied error correction in Avida. Avida are digital bacteria that evolve by means
of natural selection and random mutation. Instead of actually watching cell reproduction of a
living organism, Kamps used and wrote more code for a computer program that simulates
cell reproduction. The goal was to study the pressures that cause mutation rates to increase
or decrease.
"At the beginning of the summer I did not think I'd go On to graduate school, but I was
stretched a lot. I'm still not sure what I'll do, but this was a very worthwhile summer."
Kamps, who is a senior, needs to go a fifth year to complete both of her majors,
but she's already been offered a position in the lab in which she worked if she decides to go
to graduate school.

c

Seth Vogel is considering pursuing
1)(

"I lived in Sioux Center for ten years of
my life and have a real appreciation for
what colleges like Dordt are doing," he says.
Vogel sees the opportunity as confinuation of his career path. His course work, his
research experience, and his current work as
an aide at the local hospital are all fitting
together, he says.
"I guess that's the way God works to
help you see what path you should take."

Kamps combines biology and computer science research

"

a M.DJ Ph.D. as a result

slice and examine the kidneys of a mutant
strain of mice.
"This gives students a wonderful opportunity to discover part of God's creation
never seen before," says Jelsma, who also
welcomes the opportunity to stay close to
current laboratory research.
Vanden Heuvel hopes to continue the
relationship he's building with Dordt
College.

his

summer research.

From the president

_

For the sake of the church

I

Dr. Carl E. Zylstra

If we hadn't

known

it before, we surely

are aware today
that worldview really
does make a difference,

"
2 Voice
r

didn't go to college myself." he said. "And
I don't know much about your college. But
this much I've noticed. The students from
our community who go to Dordt College and
then come back to our town are filled with
energy and commitment to service. They're
dedicated to our community, and they're enthusiastic about our churches. I don't understand
what goes on in a college but when T see what
your graduates mean to the schools and
churches of our community, I figure you must
be doing something right."
That wasn't exactly the kind of comment I
would have expected to hear after church on a
Sunday morning in a small town 1500 miles
from the campus of Dordt College. True, I'm
getting used to complete strangers coming up to
me and making kind observations about the students and graduates of our college after I
preach at a Sunday morning service. But what
surprised me on the front steps of a church half
a continent away from Sioux Center was this
fellow's emphasis on the importance of Dordt
College for the sake of his church. He didn't
know much about colleges. But he did know
about churches. And he knew that our college
was making a difference in his congregationeven from more than 1000 miles away.
Those comments got me to thinking. Back
in my days as a pastor, there were times when 1
tended to think of Christian colleges more as
competitors for the time and treasure of my
congregation's members than as the fountainhead of energetic leaders for our church's mission and service. It has taken the last half
dozen years of conversations such as the one
related above to help me see that, if for no
other reason, then at least for the sake of the

church each denomination and congregation
ought to be equally interested in sustaining the
vitality and health of their related Christian
colleges.
Just think specifically of Dordt College
and some of its closely allied denominations.
Where would the Reformed Church in the
United States be without the one-third of its
pastors' families in which either the pastor,
spouse, or a child is an alum of Dordt College?
Where would the Christian Reformed Church
be without the more than 150 of its pastors who
are Dordt College alums? And where would the
United Reformed Churches be without the
twenty pastors in their fellowship who attended
Dordt College?
And that's just mentioning ministers. What
about the other thousands of alums who serve
as elders, deacons, church school superintendents, missionaries, youth leaders, building
committee members, custodians, contributors,
and prayer warriors who attended Dordt
College or other similar Christian colleges?
Where would the church be without their enthusiasm, dedication, wisdom, insight, and biblical
conviction?
The next time you watch one of the video
Bible studies That the World May Know, ask
yourself, "What would we be watching and
studying if Ray Vander Laan had not attended
Dordt College?" Or the next time you go to a
Willow Creek Conference in Chicago, take time
to reflect, "Where would our church be turning
for inspiration and leadership training if Bill
Hybels had never attended Dordt College?"
No, Dordt College is not the only place
that contributes to such leadership, insight, and
conviction. Nonetheless, the bottom line obser-

vation remains the same. To the health and
strength of any congregation that values a
solidly based and committed leadership, the
Christian College remains a critical asset-even
if the youth in our particular congregation have
to travel 1500 miles from home to take advantage of it.
So why not check it out for yourself this
weekend. This Sunday when you go to church,
look around and try to imagine what your congregation would be like without the generosity,
verve, and drive of those who had the privilege
of having their outlook on life shaped in a
Christian College. And while our observations
may vary a bit depending on our own congregation, still that simple exercise, just in itself,
ought to be enough to convince most of us that
the observation of my Sunday morning
acquaintance was pretty much on target-the
graduates of Christian colleges do make a difference in the church.
And if, then, we also want our church in
the future to continue to have a vital dedication
to the well-informed comprehensive biblical
discipleship that churches in the Reformed tradition have always prized, then I hope we also
will encourage each young person in our congregation to consider attending a Reformed
Christian college-whether it's right down the
street or across the continent. And then don't
forget to back up that encouragement with our
money and our prayers as well.
After all, we don't support Christian colleges, firs: of all, for the benefit it gives to us.
Our dedication to Reformed Christian higher
education, in the end, always needs to be for
the glory of God alone-s-and for the sake of his
church.
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Campus Center
is dedicated on
Parents' Weekend
The ribbon cutting, a dedication dinner and open house, and parent reception
kept the Campus Center full aU weekend. Honored guests were the Hulsts, De
Yagers, vermeers, and Bckardts, after whom sections of the building were named.
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Around campus

Romkema publishes
book of poetry
Craig speaks through typing,
grasping his mother, Barb's,
wrist and guiding her finger to
the right keys.

Hopefully,

my

perspective can add
--- .....so...m=e1'iteaslire of

grace to the world.

"
Declaration
by Craig Romkema

The glance
richocheting into thought,
assaying my appearance,
combined with misconceptions
about people like
us.
I am here beside you
thinking, learning,
dreaming,
while my body,
like some freakish
other self,
carries out ridiculous
contortions,
silly games,
rubbish routines,
which you see,
And I see
the glance,
disbelief teflected
in your eyes
leading to
stress,
further craziness,
isolation.

4 Voice

,"Andrew De Y0ll.!'"i

since then has graduated ftom MOC-Floyd
Valley High School in Orange City, Iowa,
with honors and has earned twelve credits at
Dordt.
Classes at Dordt have brought their own
set of challenges and joys. "I love learning
about any topic in depth," says Craig. Because
of ongoing medical treatments, he is presently
taking four classes a year. "I'm overwhelmed
at first," he says, "but soon I enjoy the fruits
of my work." In the future, Craig would like
to add more classes to his schedule.
Classes also have their frustrations,
though. "The most frustrating part," he says,
"is the fact that I'can't freely talk with my
mouth, and my hand isn't very fast in typing
out my answers." As a result, Craig often
can't respond to interesting questions before
another student has answered them.
"The second most frustrating part is the
way my body responds to stress, sometimes
with silliness or obsessive behavior," says
Craig. He tries very hard to control these
behaviors, and has worked with relaxation
techniques over the years, which have helped

Campus
capsules-------Dordt offers help to quit smoking

Film buffs join forces

D

T

ordt College, in conjunction with the
raig Romkema is gifted with words.
Sioux County Tobacco Coalition, recently
With one book of poetry already under
received funds from the Iowa Department of
his belt, his talent as a writer is apparPublic Health to start a smoking cessation proent, but his relationship with the written word
gram on campus. Dordt will soon hold
goes beyond that. As a young man dealing
"Freedom From Smoking" classes, an eightwith autism and cerebral palsy, Craig commuweek program that will be open to Dordt stunicates with those around him primarily
dents, staff, and the general public. The funds
through typing.
are being used to train facilitators for
Slipping into autism between four and six
"Freedom From Smoking" groups, buy
months of age, Craig was essentially trapped
materials for the program, and to buy medical
inside his body, unable to communicate freely
products proven to help people quit smoking,
with those around him. His initial difficulty
such as nicotine patches or gum.
with communication-made it easy-for others to
label him "retarded."He seems to have lived
Students learn about
his life to prove them wrong.
Speaking about Embracing the Sky, his
Hungary and Ukraine
new book of poetry, Craig says, "I hope somehis summer, eight Dordt students had a
day to be known as a writer who happens to
unique opportunity to experience a differstruggle with autism, not an autistic person
ent culture. From May 21 to June 13, they
who happens to write." His outward appearlived in Hungary and the Ukraine, teaching
ance may make it hard for people to realize
ethnic Hungarians new skills and working
this, but, as Craig points out, in the world of
with gypsies. But this wasn't a missions trip;
disabilities, appearances can be deceiving.
as part of Gen 272, "Serving and Learuing in
Craig has worked to be taken seriously
Hungary and Transcatpathia, Ukraine," these
by others his whole life. At a very early age, a
students' most important job was to learn.
psychologist gave him an I.Q. test, but one
"The purpose of the trip was to have the
based on motorskills that Craig could not perstudents experience another culture, and learn
form. When he first went to school, he started
about it," says Ron Vos, professor of agriculworking one-on-one with a teacher and was
ture and instructor for the course. Vos adds
eventually moved to classes for the learning
that many mission trips don't allow particidisabled.
pants to really experience the culture they are
Despite these early frustrations, Craig's
working in, since they tend to dominate the
family knew that he understood more than
culture of the people they intend to serve.
people thought. According to Barb, Craig's
."The goal for our trip was service, but also
mom, "He gave us clues that he was there and
learning," he says.
that he was really smart." A family that loves
Earlier forms of the course were geared
books, the Romkemas taught Craig to read at
mainly toward agriculture majors. This year,
age three and a half, and suspected that he
the eight students who went were from a variwas absorbing what they taught. When they
ety of majors. According to Vos, the varied
asked Craig to bring them a certain book, he
skills of the group were an advantage.
would find the right one, evidence that he
The group spent their first week in
could read the titles and identify shape and
Budapest, Hungary, getting visas and expericolor.
encing urban life in Hungary. Then, they travThese beliefs were confirmed when the
eled east to the Ukraine, where they taught
Romkemas found that, with the help of touch
adults and students at Hungarian Reformed
support, he could type on an alphabet board.
Schools, sharing their knowledge of agriculAn aide would provide wrist support so that
ture and North American experiences. Later,
Craig could type, one letter at a time, the
they spent three days in Munkacs, Ukraine,
things he wanted to say. Then, in the fifth
interacting with the gypsies that lived there
grade, Craig came home and typed that he
and teaching them some Bible stories through
"didn't want to be in those baby classes anyrrume,
more." He was taken out of the learning dis"We really came together as a team,"
abled classes and put back into regular classes
Vas observes. "We each had our individual
with the help of an aide. Craig thrived, and
strengths, and we built on those."

C

somewhat. Craig's main concern, though, is
for his fellow students. "I am aware of my
obligation to the other students not to hinder
their education by my presence among them,"
he says.
These problems, although frustrating,
have provided much of the inspiration for the
poetry in Embracing the Sky. "I chose to
begin by writing about my life experience,"
says Ctaig. The poems were painful to write
at first, he admits, but soon he got used to
sharing his life and recalling moments along
the way.
Craig hopes to write more books in the
future, and to experiment with other forms of
writing. For now, though, he simply hopes
that his perspective can touch those who share
his life situation, and help others better undetstand autism.
"I know there are thousands of families
who have just discovered that their son or
daughter is autistic, and I can help them with
my insights into this condition," says Craig.
"Hopefully, my perspective can add some
measure of grace to the world."

T

his summer, a small group of Dordt students took theit love of film and put it to
work. With the help of Chris Rehn, professor of
business and a film buff, they made their own
original film,
The students, Rehn, and other Dordt ptofessors started meeting together in the summer
to watch and discuss films. According to Rehn,
"We chose films that weren't really mainstream
Hollywood movies." Among these were
Richard Linklater's Waking Life, Wes
Anderson's BottLe Rocket, and Orson Welles'
classic Touch o~E;;:v:.:i:..l.-:o-_.,...
Later, they began discussing the possibility
of shooting their own film. Sophomore Jack
Maatman wrote a script and directed the film,
and junior Reuben Vander Kwaak shot it with a
digital camera.
The film, according to director Jack
Maatman, "is about how different people view
the same event. Three people comment on a
scene, and talk about what they think it means."
Although they have finished shooting, the
film isn't done yet, says Maatman. The students
are currently in the process of editing it and finetuning the finished ptoduct. They hope to show it
on campus and maybe enter it in a film festival.

Retention is high

T

his year, Dordt enrolled 355 new students277 freshmen, seventy-five advanced freshmen, and three sophomores. In addition, there
were thirty-nine transfer students, and a record
high studentretention rate. Dordt's total enrollment for the 2002-2003 academic year is 1347
students.

Ag department receives grant

T

he Dordt agriculture department, in
cooperation with the University of
Minnesota, received a $10,000 grant from the
USDA Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education Program. The grant will allow them
to study a potential new crop for the Midwest,
called the Illinois bundle flower. Dr. Donald
Wyse at the University of Minnesota was the
primary authot of the grant proposal, but Dordt
will administer the grant and do much of the
research.
According to agricultute professor Robb
De Haan, research into the Illinois bundle
flower will hopefully contribute to the
development of more sustainable food
production systems.
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The. Dordt College community mourns two members this fall
andra
(Williamson)

S

Heynen was

born in Des

Moines, Iowa, on
August 30, 1945. In
the fall of 1962,
Sandy, as she was
called by her
friends and co-

memorabilia for the college archives. On her
desk in the archives, Sandy kept a small framed

Church in Oakdale,

California.

Daniel was born in Modesto, California, to

riddle told to her by a grandson. "Where were
the bees in Noah's Ark?" Answer: "In the
Archives."

Jake and Ada Oosterman. He grew up and
worked hard on the family dairy. He was a
life-long member of the Community Christian

Sandy fought lung cancer for nine months.
On September 10, Sandy left her earthly home,
steadfast in the Lord.

Reformed

Sandra was a special person in the lives of
all those who knew and worked with her. She

was a blessing, and the Lord used her to enrich
workers, enrolled in
the lives of those she touched. As library staff
Dordt College. The
following year, she became the editor of the stu- . and college community, we are grateful for the
blessing of having had Sandy be part of our
dent newspaper, the Diamond. Sandy loved
writing. She had a gift for words and enjoyed
lives, and we will miss her. Soli Deo Gloria!
To God be the glory for the things he has done
communicating her ideas.
through her life.
In the summer of 1964, Sandy married
Written by Gidge Meyer for the library staff

Gary Heynen. They moved to the Heynen
Century Farmstead north of Sioux Center,

Reformed

Church in Oakdale,

California,

arly

E

When her children had graduated or were
completing their college degrees, Sandy decided
to go back to school, In 1997, she began taking

comfortable. Later, she became the archivist for
the college library. As a student in the early 60s,
she knew the history of the college and worked
diligently to keep accurate records and collect

mommg on

faith. Dan participated in Sunday School,
Cadets, and Youth Group. Daniel, known by his

friends as Dana, attended Ripon Christian

who were eligible were invited to

Schools through which he participated

Dordt College Distinguished
Scholar Day in February,

in mis-

sion trips to Guatemala during the past two
summers. As a member of the soccer team at
Ripon Christian,

Dan was always the guy who

Klamath Falls,
Oregon. Daniel
was driving home from Alberta, Canada, after

where they wrote a response
to an essay question.

The

had the most team spirit. Dan loved to read,
and he had a passion to learn more about

final six were chosen on the

everything.

This year, the Distinguished
Scholars are:

After graduating

in 200 I, Dan came

here to Dordt College as a biology major studyby his parents, Jake and Ada, and his siblings
Jake, Mark, Christy, Phil, and Mary, and by
many friends he made throughout his life.
Across the United States, many people got

Camelis Oosterman
was involved in a
fatal car accident.
It took place not far
from the town of

degree at Dordt College.

Sandy spent nearly twenty years working in
various capacities in the library. Her love for
reading and leaming allowed her to ably assist
faculty and students. Her energy and constant
• smile always made students and faculty feel

the

May 15,
2002, Daniel

continued writing. Her goal was to complete her

courses while she also worked part-time in the
Dordt College Library. At the time of her death,
Sandy was a senior.

in

To be considered for this
award, students must have a
minimum 3.75 grade point
average and an ACT composite score of 30. The students

where he was baptized and made profession of

ing to become a veterinarian. Daniel is survived

where she and Gary raised their four children,
Twila De Groot, Craig, David and Philip. Sandy
spent many happy years working with her
husband and raising her children, contributing
to the church, school, and community, and she

Each year, six first-year
students are given a $7,500
Distingnished
Scholar Award.

to know Dana in a personal way. They will
always remember Dan for his energy and his
willingness

to do pretty much anything any-

body asked or dared him to do. He lived life to

the fullest, and we remember him for those
times. Dan was a hard worker, both in school
and at home, and he enjoyed being outside
working with the animals he loved. On the

basis of their .essay response.

Kristi Cecil from
Wentworth, South Dakota,
pre-physical

therapy

a

major.

Sara Gerritsma
from
St. Catharines,
Ontario,
a psychology
major.
Ruth Lyuch
Washington,

from Spokane,
a music major.

Alicia Mulder from
Waupun, Wisconsin,
an
elementary education major.
Jonathan
Vander Vliet
from Sheldon, Iowa,

few days after the semester finished. We think
that Daniel fell asleep at the wheel and veered

dairy at home, in Guatemala, in high school,
and at college, Dan was well known as the
"tough guy" and workhorse whom you could
rely on to get the job done. As classmates,

into oncoming traffic, where he hit an oncom-

roommates, and brothers and sisters in Christ,

ing truck that was pulling a camper-trailer.

we are all grateful that we had the opportunity
to get to know Dan. Someday we will all be

Christopher
Van Huis from
Spruce Grove, Alberta,

spending time with college friends there for a

The

driver and passenger in the truck sustained
minor injuries, but Daniel was pronounced

able to join Dano in Paradise.
To God Be the Glory'

dead at the scene. The funeral was held on
May 20th at the Community Christian

Written by Dan

an engineering major.

an engineering major.

Soli Deo Gloria!

s classmate,

Myron Kamper.

Biblical Holism conference draws attendees from fifteen countries
eptember

II's

S

aftershock

"Production
Agriculture."

keeps show-

ing up in unexpected places. The
Biblical Holism and Agriculture

Conference found that out this past summer
when several

people

get people from Africa

and

Haiti, and a couple from the Philippines went
through a hassle to get here," says Dr. Ron
Vos from Dordt's

agriculture

in the concept

that Christ's

lordship extends over the whole creationincluding

agriculture.

"This is a new idea to many people,"
says Vos, "There's

a yearning

The conference

to learn more."

was co-sponsored

by the

Dordt College agriculture department
and
Food for the Hungry International
(FHI), a
Christian

rural development

organization

and families

around

campus,

and farmers

are busy once students

leave campus for the summer. But he was
disappointed that more pastors didn't accept
to attend. He believes

that the

issues discussed directly concern the whole
body of believers.

The presentations offered a mix of theoretical and practical insights. In fact, conferees were taken on tours of local farms to see
different approaches to agriculture.
"As Christians

we can't just do what the

world is doing. We have to ask what a biblically holistic view of agriculture looks like,"

says Vas.

that

sponsors long-term programs to improve the
lives of children
world.

Although Vos had hoped that more local
farmers would attend, he acknowledges
that

the invitation

department.

Nevertheless, the conference drew more
than a hundred people from fifteen countries,
people interested

for Good

timing was a problem. Dordt cannot accommodate a conference while students are on

from other countries

were denied visas to attend.
"We didn't

Principles

the

In Dordt's agriculture program that
question gets asked regularly. And although
the Agriculture
Stewardship
Center began
largely

for production

agriculture

training,

Agriculture-fanns

as a way to give fanners

a steady local market for their crops and nonfarmers access to fresh, nutritious food.

Other have expressed strong interest in

professors and students now spend much
more time asking how a fann can be produc-

ag-missions
and development
work. In fact,
Vos says, he's had inquiries about whether

alongside those in need, facilitating emergency aid,

tive without

and helping

gave for generations
of his people.
Vos is excited about how the Holy Spirit
is at work in many evangelical Christians

Dordt would ever consider offering a master's program in sustainable agriculture.

PHI is committed to a holistic ministry:
sharing the gospel,

sending

to implement

people

to work

sustainable

devel-

more people-both

stu-

opment.
"We're

finding

depleting

the resources

God

who are thinking

in being agriculturally-trained

says Vas. But viewing the practice of agricul-

lically. He says he definitely experienced
the
body of Christ working together with others

ideas that have feet," he says. "The confer-

ture as under Christ's

at the conference.

ence allows us to expose a whole group of

And he believes that students benefited
by seeing dedicated Christians wrestle with
hard issues. For example, some students

evangelical Christians to what Dordt has to
offer." He already knows of one person at the

became excited about the growing presence

because

of CSA---Community

of life are under Christ's

lordship

is certainly

of

concern to more than missionaries, he adds.
At the three-day conference, presenters
addressed such topics as "Connecting
Agriculture and the Kingdom,"
"Reclaiming
a Biblical

View of Agriculture,"
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and

Supported

bib-

are development

missionaries who want advanced training

dents and outside contacts-interested
missionaries,"

about doing agriculture

Many of those interested

Vos expects the proceedings of the conference to be published early next year
by William Carey Publishing. He also
has a video of the presentations
available if anyone would like to borrow it.

when they are on furlough.

"These are not pie-in-the-sky notions but

As Christians
we can't just do

what the world is doing.

conference whose son may well enroll
of the vision he's seen that all areas
lordship.

"
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Science faculty wrestle
together with how to teach
technical courses Christianly

...

»:
Sally Jongsma

T here were different
ways

of approaching

the issue, but all
were helpful and
legitimate.

"

years ago, as Dr. Charles Adams
was reviewing the student evaluations
for his machine design class, he
paused at question #14: "This course and the
instructor helped me develop my understanding of worldview a) very little, b) primarily by
presenting me with general information about
a reformed worldview, c) by significantly
relating a reformed worldview to the subject
matter, d) by challenging me to think deeply
about my faith and how it affects my life, in
the context of this subject matter." The student had written "irrelevant."
Adams says technical courses often get
low ratings on question 14, but as a professor
who very consciously tries to make sure his
students see the concrete implications of their
faith in the field of engineering, that response
made him wince and think harder about how
to make sure students understand the importance of developing a Reformed Christian
worldview and perspective in these courses.
Over the past few years Adams has had
senior students wrestle with this issue as
raised in question 14, and two of them wrote
papers on the subject for the senior capstone
course, Technology and Society.
Now, as dean of the natural sciences,
Adams reads end-of-the-semester student
evaluations for all courses in his division, and
he finds similar responses to his colleagues'
courses. So he decided to invite faculty from
his division to a three-day workshop to share
ideas on teaching technical courses from a
Reformed perspective. Three professors who

teach technical courses in other divisions also
attended.
With the school year only recently completed, twenty-two faculty members gathered
for three days to discuss how they could
improve their teaching for the next year.
Those who attended say it strengthened the
sense of scholarly community, renewed their
commitment to teaching more overtly out of a
Christian perspective, and gave them some
concrete ideas to use in their classrooms.
Equipped with "The Educational Task of
Dordt College," and "The Educational
Framework of Dordt College," Adams' students' papers, and some articles relating to the
topic, the group began by offering suggestions
about how they might teach in a distinctively
Reformed Christian manner.
Five professors then presented course
syllabi incorporating some of the suggestions
made, after which participants broke into
small groups to work together on a syllabus of
one of their colleagues in the group.
"There were different ways of approaching the issue, but all were helpful and legitimate," says Adams.
At a follow-up workshop for the whole
faculty in August, two professors, Engineering
Professor Dr. Ethan Brue and Mathematics
Professor Dr. Calvin Jongsma, each used one
of their courses to demonstrate how they try
to help students gain a better understandjng
of their subject matter from a Christian
perspective.
Brue, who believes that his experience
memorizing random Bible verses in high
school may have done him more harm than

good because it helped avoid dealing with the
actual subject from a Christian perspective,
used scripture studies and reflective articles to
help set a context for the more focused and
abstract study of the properties of materials
done in his material science course. Based on
scripture passages and these articles, he talks
with his students about such things as a pagan
perspective on materials, how atoms are
God's creatures, and how intimately technology and trust are tied together.
Jongsma demonstrated an approach
aimed at helping students understand the historical and cultural context of the specialized
field of abstract algebra. Using the "four coordinates" of the curriculum as spelled out in
"The Educational Framework of Dordt
College," he set goals and objectives and
planned assignments that would help students
better understand abstract algebra and its
place in God's creation. In addition to helping
his students learn the basic theory for common algebraic structures and learn to construct abstract mathematical proofs, he tries to
help them see the grandeur, depth, and coherence of this part of creation and helps them
understand the abstract, deductive approach
that propels modem mathematics. To see how
the creation interrelates and develops he
wants them to understand how algebra brings
together different mathematical developments,
understand how algebra developed, and Jearn
how to use computer programs for abstract
algebra. Armed with such knowledge, he
believes they will be prepared to use their
skills and knowledge in concrete ways as they
begin serving in their careers.

Vos earns REV grant in bio-medical engineering
SaUy jongsma

ther students in the sciences have also
found some great opportunities to
expand their education beyond the
classroom through summer research posi-

O

Nicole vos says she's always wanted to use her engineering degree to help people. Her research
in blo-medleal engineering this summer is leading her to consider graduate school in that area.
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tions. And they get paid well at the same
time, says 10 Faber from Dordt's Career
Placement Office.
Faber says she's noticed an increase in
science internships and grant-funded opportunities over the past few years. She does
everything she can to make students aware of
these options for summer work.
Senior Nicole Vos took advantage of
Faber's legwork last spring. After seeing a
poster for the REU program, she began
applying for positions. The Research
Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) program is funded by the National Science
Foundation, but is offered through a variety
of universities across the country. The goal of
the program is to spark interest in professions
in the sciences.
Vos applied to four and was accepted
into three of them. She ended up going to
the University of Memphis for research in
bio-medical engineering.
"Each school has different areas of specialty, and within those there are still different choices to make based on your interest,"
says Vos.
Vos worked in the mechanical engineering department using a machine that gauged
the acoustic emissions of bones.
"When bones are put under stress they
send out stress waves. We used sensors to
determine where a crack was located and
how big it was," she says. The technology

she used could be particularly helpful for
putting in and monitoring the health of
implants. It is difficult to see micro-cracking
on x-rays, but this machine could help a
doctor see them forming even before they
actually crack or help her know how much
pressure can be exerted during the implant,
Vos says.
"I wasn't sure what I wanted to do after
graduating next spring," Vos says. Her work
in bio-medical engineering has given focus to
her thoughts about the future. "I want to
directly help people, and this feels like a way
I can use my engineering to do so." She's
also found out that research interests her
more than she thought it would.
Vos would recommend the experience to
any student in the sciences. Not only did she
learn something about bio-medical engineering, but she says she learned a great deal
about projects others were working on too.
Giving a formal presentation at the end of
her work was also a good learning experience, she says. Vos, who spent her summer
with pre-med, biology, physics, and other
engineering majors from many top research
universitiessays she felt very comfortable
with her educational background.
"I'm glad [ had the background in
materials science that I did," she says, "but
[ know I'll need more biology in graduate
school for bio-medical engineering."
"It was definitely a good opportunity."
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Dr. Tony Jelsma tries to help his students see the difference their Christian faith and worldview makes on
their study and understanding of biology.

Adams is pleased with how the workshop
went and is grateful for the sense of cooperation and enthusiasm present among all who participated.
"No one who participated believes that
technical courses don't have to concern themselves with perspective," he says. But it became
evident to all that there are many different
aspects to the problem and many things to think
about and work at.
"I think we need to develop more philo-

sophical insight into our disciplines to help us
put them in better context," he says. "It's legitimate to say abstractions are fundamental to the
sciences and so they're more difficult to put
into a broader context than a history or philosophy or social science course. In a sense every
course takes things out of context to examine
something more closely." But Adams is unwilling to allow that to be an excuse for not nurturing in students a strong sense of perspective
and worldview in technical courses.

It may be harder to establish a context in
abstract, technical science courses, but having a
deeper philosophical understanding of the subject area will help, he believes.
To deepen understanding among themselves and the rest of the faculty, the natural
science division planned this year's Fall Faculty
Lectures, inviting Dr. Roy Clouser, a professor
of philosophy at the College of New Jersey and
author of The Myth of Religious Neutrality and
Thinking With the Heart to give three lectures.
Clouser's books deal with the hidden role of
religious belief in theories.
Individual responses to the workshop were
overwhelmingly positive, yet as one participant
said, "The seminar gave me some ideas that
will help me teach topics from a more consistently Christian perspective, but it didn't provide a magic formula for how to incorporate
issues of perspective into teaching technical
material."
Nevertheless, it did renew commitment
and enthusiasm for doing so. One professor
said, "Before this I demonstrated my perspective to my students in an implicit way. Because
of this seminar I will make it more explicit."
"Faculty on campus rarely have the opportunity to share ideas about teaching. This topic
was central to what we do at Dordt,' said
another.
For many it was working together that was
exciting and energizing. "The highlight was seeing that I'm not the only one who struggles with
these issues and seeing that others, including
experienced professors, are interested in improving their courses," said a younger faculty member.
As dean of the division, Adams is gratified
to hear such comments.
"This is the most important aspect of my
job," he says. "We hire competent people here,
so even new faculty, once they get going, can
hold their own in the classroom." But giving
professors the resources to teach out of a
Reformed Christian perspective is the reason
Adams stays in his job as dean.
"Otherwise Pd be back in the classroom.
And besides, why else have Dordt College?"

It may be
harder to establish
a context in abstract,
technical science
courses, but having a
deeper philosophical
understanding

of the

subject area will help.

"

Pausma spends summer
in Nigerian hospital

A

ndrea Pausrha has big plans for the
future. As a senior biology major at
Dordt, one of those plans is to attend
medical school after she graduates. Now,
thanks to a summer spent overseas, a future in
missions may factor into her plans as well.
Pausma recently participated in a
Christian Reformed World Missions summer
program, which sent fifty students across the
globe to learn about different opportunities in
the mission field. Pausma spent her summer in
Jos, Nigeria, observing health care practices at
Evangel, a large missions hospital.
"I was merely observing," Pausma stresses, "but I did get a chance to help out now and
then." Occasionally, she and a team of health
care professionals would leave the hospital to
treat the city's disabled population, who were
confined to certain areas of the city. These
times were rare, however, since the program
wasn't designed to train health care professionals, but to raise awareness.
"This is mainly a program that helps students realize the needs that are out there," says
Pausma. For her, the program did exactly that.
While in Nigeria, she saw a lot of poverty and
also many common illnesses like malaria,
AIDS, and even tetanus, a disease that has all
but disappeared in the United States.
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The program opened her eyes to a new
culture as well. When asked if she had trouble
adjusting, she quickly responds, "No, in fact, I
had more trouble adjusting to America when I
came back."
In Nigeria, Pausma experienced a poverty-stricken but community-based culture.
''Their hospitality, the way they welcomed new people, their simplicity-it was all
so inspiring," she says. "There's so much
pressure in our society for the individual to
rise, but theirs is community-based."
Coming home, she was struck by the individualism, arrogance, and especially the waste
of American culture. "We've been blessed,"
she admits, "but the fifty dollars that we spend
on a pair of shoes could easily pay someone's
doctor bill in Nigeria."
The experience may have been an eyeopener, but it was also frustrating at times,
Pausma admits. Many of the diseases she
observed, like tetanus, could have easily been
prevented with a vaccination. Also frustrating
were the large number of women who had
become casualties of the dominant Muslim
culture. According to Pausma, Muslim women
are expected to marry at a very early age, and
they often suffer complications during or after
pregnancy as a result.
"It's very sad," says Pausma, "because I
know that many of those problems could have

Nicole Bruxvoort (ex' (2) and Andrea Pausma take patients' Vital signs fu a village outreach
lhealth clinic.

been easily prevented."
Although the conditions are often bleak,
they can provide the perfect opportunity for
evangelism, Pausma observed. Doctors,
nurses, and patients would often pray together
before surgery, or celebrate when a patient
was healed.
"Their faith definitely affected their
medicine," observes Pausma. "Patients would
see the love their doctors had for them, and
many of them became Christians."
Pausma doesn't see missions work in her
near future; she's still got graduation and
years of medical school ahead of her. Even
so, she says, the possibility of a career in
missions is one that remains at the back of
her mind.

T heir faith

definitely

affected their medicine.
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Faculty pitch in to
build new Mac lab
Sally Jongsma

A

COllaborative effort between four faculty

members and the Dordt College computer services staff this summer led to
an unexpected new Macintosh computer lab.
In May, Computer Services Director Brian
Van Donselaar notified the three academic
deans that because of fewer repair expenses
than expected, budget money was available for
a new project. He solicited proposals to be
funded. Dean of the Humanities John Kok, who
knew that the Macintosh users in his division
felt they were under-served, alerted Henry

T he real story
IS

the collaboration.
It's what Dordt
does best.

"

Duitrnan in music, David Versluis in graphic
design, Simon du Toit in theater, and Ron
Johnson in video communication. Within days
they came up with a plan for a shared Mac lab
in one of the classrooms.

department used their set-building expertise
to build the desks at negligible cost by

"I can get to the problem areas faster, and I
am confident that the students are reaching a more

In the end, the lab was located in the
library because of space freed up from renova-

refurbishing those from the Learning Resource
Center. Computer services began the compli-

even and balanced level of mastery," he says.
"One of the things J appreciate abont the

tions connected with the Campus Center. And
although it does not have all of the video editing

cated task of setting up several complex
software packages on one network so that anyone could log on to any computer and pull up
their own files and the specific program they
needed.

new lab is the collaboration between graphics,
music, communications,
and theater. It is impor-

capabilities first envisioned, almost everyone is
excited about the new educational opportunities
it allows.
"The real story is the collaboration," says
Dnitman. "It's what Dordt does best."
Following the computer services call for
proposals, Duitman began by resurrecting plans
he had suggested for a music Mac lab to replace
the ten-year-old Macintosh lab music students
have used for composing and transposing.
Versluis had the greatest immediate need
because of burgeoning numbers in his graphic
design classes. And du Toit had been making do
with a few individual Macs in the library to
teach CAD drafting for theater scene design.
Johnson also needed more sites for student
video editing.
The over-budget money was not enough to
cover everything needed, but neither computer
services nor the professors gave up. The final
lab is a result of the four departments and computer services each contributing-and
giving
up-------something.
The music department gave up its small
lab, and the library's learning resource center
Macintosh computers were given up to the lab
so that staff would have a manageable number
to service and so that software licenses for each
computer stayed within budget. The theater

Dr. Henry Duitman expects the new software programs to dramatically affect students' ability to compose, arrange, and transpose music.

tant for graphic design students to know that the
industry may require familiarity with motion,

The new technology classroom has fifteen
stations plus an instructor's station that has
sound and projection capabilities. Each computer
runs on the new OS X Macintosh operating system and has access to the latest software avail-

sound, storytelling, and visual techniques. J
believe the multimedia lab sets the stage for a
more comprehensive curriculum in graphic
design at Dordt," says Versluis.
"This committee has been the most fun of
any I've served on," says Duitman. "And it's
the fastest I've seen something like this happen
on campus."

able: Quark and Photoshop for graphic design,
Vectorworks for CAD drafting, Sibelius 2 for
music composition, and Go-Live for audiovideo editing.
"The real expense was in the software,"
says Van Donselaar, who credits junior Mark
Haan with determining which hardware to
order, learning and installing
X, and doing
much of the detailed and complicated work of
making so many complex programs run
smoothly on one system.
"His contribution to making this all work

But it wasn't without its difficult moments.
Although the equipment was on campus, the
network was set up, and the desks were built,
delays in the Campus Center construction meant
that
room
not finished u'ntil the week'
before classes started.
The desks were designed and cut in the
scene shop, ready to move to the lab the minute
the okay was given. As each desk was assembled by the theater staff-during
the week stu-

was huge," says Van Donselaar.
Althongh the new lab doesn't offer com-

dents arrived on campus, computer
staff put the computers, keyboards,

pletely new programs for students, it makes the

tablets in place.
"Having several departments work together
allowed us to come up with a better solution to

the

as

teaching and learning process much more effective. Du Toit worked with students interested in
scene design on a few computers in the graphic
arts lab last year, but now he is able to demonstrate techniques to more students and have
them practice them right away.

was

services
and graphic

our needs than anyone area working alone ever
could have," says Van Donselaar. He looks forward to working on equally creative solutions in
the fnture.

Faculty News
Dr. Kevin Eames, assistant professor
of psychology, spoke at Sioux Valley
Medical Center in Mayan "Depression and
Diabetes" to diabetic educators, nurses, and
nutritionists. He gave an overview of
research on incidences of depressive disorder
with diabetes, symptoms, and available treatment options. He also gave a presentation at
the Coalition of Christian Teacher Educators
Conference titled "Normative Principles for
Online Education." This presentation
provided guidelines

for online education

"Realistic

Theories of Correlated

Electron

Materials," a five-month research program at
the Jnstitute for Theoretical Physics in
California starting in July.
Dr. Ken Bussema, director of off-campus programs, presented a paper at the
IAPCHE Conference last July in Budapest,
Hungary. The paper was titled "Gilead
Revisited: Understanding the Role of Faith in
Coping with Mental Illness."
In August, Dr. Ken Petersen,

professor

of environmental studies, attended a weeklong workshop in California called "Wildlife

and Universities. Also, Dr. Kornelis will
direct a North Central Iowa 9th Grade Honor
Choir in Forest City and the Iowa 9th Grade
Opus Honor Choir in Ames this November.
Dr. Duane Bajema, professor of agriculture, recently attended the national meeting of the National Association of College
Teachers of Agriculture at Lincoln, Nebraska.
He also had an article published in the
Journal of Agricultural Education titled
"Aspirations of Rural Youth."
Bernard

Weidenaar,

instructor

of

Mass Communication

conference

in Miami

Beach, Florida, in August. The paper
explored the disconnection between journalists' views of their task and their actual news
stories.
Dr. James

Schaap,

professor

of

English, recently helped publish a new book,
More Than Words. The book is a collection
of essays by prominent Christian writers in
the United States about the writers who influenced them. The essays were compiled by
Philip Yancey, and edited by Schaap. Also,

based on Dooyeweerd' s modal aspects. In
October and November, Dr. Eames will give

Habitat Evaluation

several talks in the community on coping,
grieving, and other stress-related factors of
living with diabetes.
Dr, Arnold Sikkema, assistant profes-

cussed means for estimating potential habitat
losses or gains that might occur as a result of
development or restoration projects. Dr.
Petersen will use some of the ideas from the

Dordt Future Business Executives Club.
Weidenaar spent thirty-four years with
ARCO Chemical before coming to Dordt,

sor of physics, presented "Aspects of a
Christian Perspective on Science" at a collab-

workshop in his Wildlife Ecology class.
Dr. Benjamin Kornelis, associate professor of music and choir director, was

and has a unique perspective on the development of automotive and fuel technology.
Tim Vos, instructor of communication,

recently named to the executive

presented a paper titled "The Enactment
Journalists' Role Conceptions" at the

of

early this July. From August 19-21, he conducted a seminar on biblical themes in the

Association

and

curriculum at Covenant Christian School in
Leduc, Alberta. On August 29, he led the

orative science curriculum writing session for
principals and teachers of Northwest Iowa
Christian schools held at Dordt in May. He
also attended the first three weeks of
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Procedures."

He dis-

board of the

Iowa Choral Directors' Association as the
Repertoire and Standards Chair for Colleges

business administration,

gave a talk on the

use of ethanol in motor gasoline on
November 14, at a dinner sponsored by the

for Education

in Journalism

he spoke at the Moody Bible Institute in
September and led writing sectionals at Laity
Lodge, Texas, in August.
Dr. John Van Dyk, professor of education and philosophy, gave a presentation at
the International Association for the
Promotion of Christian Higher Education
Conference (IAPCHE) in Budapest, Hungary
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Kobes chosen for 2002 John Calvin Award
Sally Jongsma

Each year a professor is awarded the John Calvin
Award. The award is presented to a faculty member
in recognition of a commitment to teaching from a
Calvinistic perspective and for developing and
transmitting reformational insight in a discipline.
en

Wayne Kobes walked across the
stage to claim his Dordt College
~
diploma in May of 1969, it never
even crossed his mind that he'd be back within
four years teaching theology.
"I was very intentionally heading for the
pulpit ministry:' says Kobes. But although
Kobes has preached in many churches, he
never did become a pastor in a congregation.
Kobes had decided to go a fourth year to
Calvin Seminary to earn his Th.M. Former
Dordt College President John Hulst, who was
at that time college pastor and also working on
his Th.M. at Calvin, called Kobes that spring
and asked him to consider teaching theology.
"Hiring happened differently back then,"
says Kobes. Dordt was looking to expand the
theology department, so a few days later Rev.
BJ. Haan called Kobes and asked him to come
for an interview. He was offered a position.

"1 remember Haan saying to me, 'You can
if you don't care

always go into the pastorate

for teaching, but it's harder to go the other
way.' That made sense," says Kobes. So he
accepted the position.
"It was a sink or swim experience,"
Kobes says, recalling the first year of teaching
160 students in the introductory theology class
with absolutely no teaching experience. "I
wouldn't have made it without Helen's help."
His wife, Helen (Vander Schaaf, ex'71), shared
teaching tips that helped him through those
first months.
Kobes's first year was also a year of controversy on Dordr's campus. The so-called
"AACS controversy" pitted professors, administrators, and constituents against each other.
"I learned so much that year, but it was a
tough one," he says, looking hack. That year
and the next few set the direction that Dordt
College would take for the future, a direction
that has kept Kobes enthused about teaching
theology here.
Nearly thirty years later, Kobes is an
experienced professor.
"The interdisciplinary
nature of a college
campus makes it a challenging and exciting
place to work," he says. Each year brings a
whole new group of students to teach, new
speakers with new ideas coming to campus,

schools in the Sheboygan, Wisconsin area,
talking ahout establishing and maintaining a
collaborative classroom. On September 30,
he spoke on the same subject at a professional development day for Timothy
Christian Schools in Elmhurst, Illinois. In
October, Dr. Van Dyk conducted three sectionals; one at the Heartland Convention on
the reflective practitioner, and two at the
convention of the Christian Educators
Association on teaching Christianly and
meeting

students'

needs. He will also travel

to the Philippines to participate in the
regional IAPCHE conference there.
Dr, John Kok, dean of humanities and
professor of philosophy, presented a paper
at the International Conference on Biblical
Holism and Agriculture at Dordt in May.
The paper was titled "Affinity, Dominion,
and the Poverty of Our Day: Calling and
Task of Agriculture in a World that Belongs
to God." Early this September, he delivered
a prepared response to Dr. Richard Mouw's
presentation on common grace. In October
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new colleagues
personalities.

with different perspectives

and

Kobes says things have changed over the
nearly thirty years he's been here.
"When I came, Dr. Hulst taught a large
class of theology students sitting on folding
chairs in the gym with only lap boards to write
on. That certainly doesn't happen today. And
assessment other than grading-which
demands a significant amount of faculty
time-was
not even in the picture," he says.
"There's been a shift to more faculty
accountability on many levels. There are
increased expectations and that's good." But it
also means that more time is spent on things
other than teaching or preparing for class.
"The culture of higher education has

more demands on professors, and the increased
size of the faculty and campus, have affected
the sense of community that was so strong in
his early years. He misses that, but says there
are always good and bad sides to change. He
believes that the opportunities Dordt provides
today for faculty development has made the
education offered at Dordt College stronger.
Theology has also changed in many ways.
When Kobes carne to Dordt the number of preseminary majors was much greater than today,
so much so that most advanced courses
majors. Today

that is no longer the case. In addition to serving far fewer pre-seminary majors, theology
courses enroll more students and from a wider
range of majors.
"There is a broader base of interest in
missions, not always as a profession," he says.
"Students want to learn more about the Bible.
They're also more open to talkingabout
their
faith." Kobes believes this could in part be
spurred by short-term mission experiences and
the fact that the student body is much more
varied in knowledge

and background

than it

once was. The changes bring new challenges
even for someone who's been teaching for
many years.
Kobes, whose fourth child is a first year
student at Dordt this year, says that watching
his children go through college, seeing their
eyes opened to important issues, and watching
them make connections with colleagues he

he presented a paper at a conference to celehrate the legacy of Dr. H. Evan Runner at

the perspective to which he has committed
his career and life.
He's also grateful for the John Calvin
Award for that reason.

"It feels good to know that students
remember what you've been saying for so
many years and that they believe it is
important," he says.
Kobes hopes to continue to shape the
lives of students and at the same time grow
in his field. For the last several years he has
presented papers at both traditional and

Dr. Wayne Kobes

cross-cultural and interdisciplinary
issues. It
has made his teaching stronger, he believes.
"In Theology 101 we talk about worldviews, but being able to cite examples of how
worldviews affect people's lives is a more

Kobes believes that the increasing competitiveness in higher education that has put

pre-seminary

fact that they are wrestling with ideas from
a Christian perspective and that they value

development-oriented
missions conferences. These events have immersed him in

changed. Not only are faculty held more
accountable, institutions are also held more
strictly accountable to do what they say they
are doing," he says.

enrolled primarily

respects, has been one of the highlights of
his years at Dordt. He is thankful for the

effective way to teach," he says. He'll expand
that cross-cultural awareness over the semester
break this year by teaching for two weeks at
the Reformed Theological

Seminary

in Kiev.

Vanderwoerd receives grant to study
faith-based organizations
Andrew De Young

T

he United States government's
decision to fund faith-based organizations has sparked much dehate, and Jim

Vanderwoerd, assistant professor of
social work at Dordt, is right in the middle of it As part of his Ph.D. program at
the Mandel School of Applied Social
Sciences at Case Western Reserve
University, Vanderwoerd is researching
the effects of government funding on
faith-based organizations. Now, a new
grant will allow him to extend his
research into this controversial topic.
This summer, Vanderwoerd
received confirmation that the Mandel
Center for Nonprofit Organizations
awarded him a $3330 grant to continue
his research. He has already looked
at two faith-based social services
organizations in Northwest Iowa and
Omaha, Nebraska,

Washington,

studying

the effect of

D.C., in May.

government funding On their policies.
"These organizations have one leg
in the secular world, and one leg in their
faith constituency world," says
Vanderwoerd.

"I'm interested

in

know-

ing how they deal with that tension and
keep from being tainted."
The grant will allow Vanderwoerd
to extend his research and study a third
faith-based organization in Cleveland,
Ohio, that has just recently been
approved for government funding.
"I'm going to be looking at what
tensions arise in these organizations, and
how the leaders deal with these tensions," he says.
This November,

Vanderwoerd

will

put some of his research to work when
he co-leads a workshop at the North
American Association of Christians in
Social Work Convention titled "Keeping
the Faith in a Faith-Based
Organization."

their journal.

Redeemer University College titled "Runner
and the Echo of Vollenhoven Thinking."

Dr. Murat Tanyel, professor of engineering, presented "On the Aesthetics of
Computer-Aided
Tools for Signal

Susan Van Geest, assistant professor
of art, has a show at the Le Mars Art Center

Over the summer, Dr. Leendert van
Beek, assistant professor of foreign language, completed a Dutch translation of a

Processing" at the annual meeting of the
North Midwest Section of ASEE in
Madison, Wisconsin.

collection of sermons by the English revival
preacher Charles H. Spurgeon. The volume,
titled Vreugde in Jezus (Joy in Jesus), is

Dr. Hubert Krygsman,
professor of
history, presented "Reviving the
'Christianity and Culture' Debate: Beyond

Dr. Wayne Kobes, professor of theology, and professors of agriculture Dr. Robb
De Haan and Dr. Ron Vos all presented
papers at the Biblical Holism and

van Beek's fourth contribution to the series
and will be published by Boekhout
Publishers.

Niebuhrian

Faith and History at Huntington
Indiana.

This past July, Dr. John Zwart, professor of physics, Dr. Tony Jelsma, profes-

Jim Vanderwoerd,
assistant professor
of social work, led a workshop under the

sor of biology, and Dr. John Kok, dean of
humanities and professor of philosophy,
attended a three-week seminar at Calvin
College titled "Natural Science in the
Calvinist Tradition."

title "Keeping the Faith in Faith-Based
Organizations"
at the annual convention
the North American Association of

Curtis

Taylor,

director

of planning

and special assistant to the president,
attended a week-long fellows program
National

Center for Education

Statistics

in

at the Conference

on

College

in

of

Christians in Social Work in Rochester,
New York. The convention will be held on
November 7-10. Vanderwoerd will also do
a "chatroom"

at the

'Irony"

on October

28 for the

North American Association of Social
Workers based on an article he wrote for

from October

I to November

I.

Agriculture Conference at Dordt College in
May. Kobes presented "Reclaiming a
Biblical Vision of Agriculture,"
De Haan
presented

"Production

Principles

for 'Good'

Agriculture,"
and Vos presented the concluding presentation for the conference,
"Social Principles for 'Good' Agriculture."
Education Department
Bosma, Dr. Dennis Vander

members Cella
Plaats, and

Dr. Pam Adams gave presentations at the
Heartland Teachers' Convention held on
Dordt's campus on October 3 and 4.
Bosma's
Adams's

title was "More than Curriculum,"
title was "What's New in

Children's Literature," and Vander Plaats's
title was "Middle School or 'Junior High.'''
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Accordingto Hulst,who has worked nearly
full-time on a volunteer basis since his retirement from the Dordt College presidency, the
time is right for a transition to a new leader.
Hulst has worked tirelessly to sharpen
IAPCHE's mission. generate support, compile a
long-range plan, and heighten commitment to
the organization around the world. At the same
time he helped organize international conferences, raised financial support, and edited the
IAPCHE newsletter, Contact.
"IAPCHE is in a better position to serve
than ever before largely because of Hulst's
efforts these past few years," says Dr. John
Vander Stelt, emeritus professor of philosophy
at Dordt, who has served as both executive secretary and chair of the association board over
the past twenty-seven years.
"Hulst not only has helped the organization gain stability, increased people's awareness
of its importance, and generated financial support, but he has also helped Christian scholars
around the world develop an understanding of
their interdependence."
Hulst's retirement forced the IAPCHE board
to face the question of where to locate its office.
For years Dordt has provided office support and
leadership through Hulst and Vander Stelt, but
with the search for a new executive secretary an
invitation also went out to member institutions to
consider being the host institution for the association. In the end, with Lantinga hired, a capable
office manager in place, a formal commitment by
Dordt to provide office support-and maybe
because of Dordt's long history with the organization-the IAPCHE board opted to remain
Dr. Nick Lantinga takes over from Dr. J.B. Hulst as executive secretary of IAPCHE.
headquartered on Dordt's campus.
"We have a clear sense of who we are and
where we are going at this point," says Vander
Stelt, who is the North American regional
advisor to the board. He attributes much of
that clarity to Hulst's careful planning, his
sensitivity to the constituency, his expertise in
networking, his clarity of vision, and, simply
put, his dogged perseyerance for a cause he
Sally Jongsma
feels passionate about.
Both Hulst and Vander Stelt also believe it
is time for a younger generation to assume
he IAPCHE office has been located in
leadership.
the BJ. Haan Auditorium for several
"We don't want the face of IAPCHE to be
years. But the International Association
equated only with retired people." says Vander
for the Promotion of Christian Higher
LpCHE is in a
Stelt.
Education has a new look with new office
Lantinga brings enthusiasm, energy, and
space and new personnel. This summer the
better position to serve
passion for the work of promoting Christian
association expanded into space made available
higher education around the world. He uses two
by the move of the college academic offices to
words to describe how he plans to proceedthan ever before.
the new Campus Center.
translation and velcro.
And there's an even bigger change. After
"1 want IAPCHE to help Christian scholars
giving leadership to the organization for the past
and educators translate into their own context
twenty-five years, the last six as executive director, Dr. John Hulst is retiring-or at least beginning the process. The new executive secretary is
Dr. Nick Lantinga, an adjunct professor at Dordt
College. He is assisted by Mrs. Anne Maatman
in an expanded office manager position. Hulst
Dr. Emmanuel S. A. Ayee is
will stay on this year as senior advisor.
an assistant professor of communication from Accra,
Ghana, where he served as a
publishing executive.
Faculty Positions beginning Fall 2003

IAPCHE finds institutional
home on Dordt's campus

T

"

DORDT

New faculty come from around the world

COLLEGE

Criminal Justice - Develop and teach in an interdisciplinary criminal justice program. Qualified
applicants should have a background in criminal justice, criminology, sociology, or related field.
Education (Two positions) - Introduction, upper-level, special education
Programs in Christian Vocation, Project Director (Possible opening)Direct first-term seminar
and coordinate new vocation initiatives
Social Work - Generalist; micro-practice background; methods courses and field practice
Spanish - Elementary, intermediate, and upper level courses in Spanish language, literature, and culture
Theology - General education courses in biblical theology and upper level biblical studies courses
Youth Ministry (Possible opening) - Foundations, ministry discernment, youth culture, ecclesiology,
practicum
Evaluation of applications will continue until the positions are filled. To learn more about a position
and receive application materials, qualified persons committed to a Reformed, biblical perspective and
educational philosophy are encouraged to send a letter of interest and curriculum vita/resume to:
Dr. Rockne McCarthy, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
Facsimile: 712 722-4496 Web site: www.dordt.eduJofficesJacadaff
E-mail: vpaa@dordt.edu
Dordt College i,\ an eqllal opportlln;ry ;nstitlltion tilor strongly eneourages
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the vision of Abraham Kuyper that every inch
of this world lies under the Lordship of Christ,"
he says.
He uses velcro as a metaphor to describe
his administrative role.
"We are only one half of the connection.
We're loops that others can hook on to for help
in translating that vision into their own cultural
situation."
Lantinga fully supports the decentralized
organizational structure set by IAPCHE leaders
at Conference 2000, a gathering of Christians in
higher education from around the world that
committed the association to supporting strong
regional organizations in Latin America, North
America, Africa, Europe, and Asia/Oceania.
A strong organization is currently in place
in Latin America, as well as in North America
and Africa. A regional presence has been
strengthened in Europe following a recent conference in Budapest, Hungary, that brought
together seventy-seven people from twelve
countries, many from Eastern Europe. Lantinga,
Hulst, and Vander Stelt hope that the same happens in the Asia/Oceania region in late October
following a conference in the Philippines. Five
scholars from each of seven countries came
together to try to build community in that
region.
"Historical rivalries and antagonisms dating back to World War II and beyond exist
between Japanese and both Chinese and
Koreans," says Lantinga. He hopes that bringing Christians together with a common sense of
purpose can foster a different community for
them to align themselves with.
Lantinga also expects to launch a full
membership drive soon, increasing membership
at all levels. The goal is to increase individual
members from 370 to 550 and institutional
members from 35 to 50 by 2005.
"1 plan to accomplish that well before
2005," Lantinga says. He will focus more on
individual Christian academicians, reaching out
to professors at evangelical institutions who
show an increasing appreciation for Kuyper's
vision.
"It's hard to predict where this organization will be a few years from now, but the possibilities are huge," says Lantinga.
Hulst, approaching his second retirement
in a sense, is enthusiastic about the future too,
but he is ready to make way for new leadership.
He doesn't intend to leave behind the cause of
Christian higher education though. He'll continue
to serve in board and advisory capacities with
both the Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities in Washington, D.C., and the
Institute for Christian Studies in Toronto.

lire opplimtions

of women. minorities.

and disabled penons.

Dr. Istvan Csato is an assistant professor of physics and
physical science. He was previously a research geologist
in Columbia, South Carolina.
Dr. Paul Fessler is an associate professor of history. He
came to Dordt College from
Culver-Stockton College in
Quincy, illinois.
April Hubbard is an instructor
of theater arts. She comes from
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and
taught as an adjunct faculty at
Spring Arbor University.

Patricia Kornelis is an
instructor of education.
She has taught junior high
and high school and is
currently completing her
Ph.D. at the University of
South Dakota.

Bernard Weidenaar is
an instructor of business
administration. He spent thirty-four years at ARCa
Chemical in Pennsylvania
and most recently served as
director of sales at Penn
Specialty Chemical.
Dr. Socorro Woodbnry is
an associate professor of
foreign language. She
served on the faculty at
Wheaton College in Illinois.
before coming to Dordt
College.
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enhancing concert possibilities. "Through the instrument, we will be able to
draw a new level of performing artists to appear in concert at Dordt." Dordt already
has scheduled one such artist
-renowned pianist John
Owings was on campus
October 12 to perform in the
piano's dedication.
DeMol emphasized that
Dordt's piano students will
also be able to perform on a
piano that "better allows
their technique and musicianship to bloom."
The Steinway is a Model
D, fresh off the assembly
line in Queens, New York.
At nine feet long and weighing nearly half a ton, it is the
biggest
piano Steinway proStudent recitals are now performed on the new Steinway piano.
duces. Because Steinway
pianos are painstakingly handmade and no two
are alike, DeMol and Ringerwole traveled to
New York with Scott Schopert of Sioux Falls'
Schmitt Music to select one. They had six to
choose from.
Ringerwole and DeMol spent an entire day
in mid-April playing and listening to the six
pianos. "It wasn't an easy task," says
Ringerwole. "Each piano has its own personality and it has to be matched with what you're
going to use it for. Some may have deeper bass,
or a richer middle range, or a more brilliant
top. Some are bright all the way up." The piano
they chose was one she describes as "a bit
Sonya Jongsma Knauss
more subdued ... We wanted one with a very
even sound up and down the keyboard," she
says.
or the Dordt College music department,
The piano is housed in a small room off
it was like Christmas in July. A big,
the anditorium stage, with carefully controlled
beautiful new Steinway piano arrived on
temperature and humidity.
campus mid-July, thanks to a generous donaThe piano has a retail price of nearly
tion from an alum and her husband.
$90,000, but Dordt was able to acquire it for
"Steinway pianos realty have a superior
about $75,000 with its educational discount.
tone quality and playing ability," says Dordt
The donors, who prefer to remain anonymous,
music professor Joan Ringerwole. "They're the
funded the full purchase price.
top of the line; the gold standard for pianos.
"It's wonderful that friends and alumni are
Artists everywhere in the world play on
willing and interested in providing funding for
Steinways-in fact, some artists refuse to play
many different things," said Vice President for
in concert unless they can play on a Steinway."
College Advancement Lyle Gritters. "A wide
Music department chair Karen DeMol
range of needs exist that we are often unable to
believes the acquisition of the piano will aid
fund through regular budget channels, and this
music education and recruitment, as well as
is one way we can meet those needs."

Dordt College
music department receives
gift of new
Steinway

F

Dordt hosts scholarship
donor banquet
n Saturday, September 28, Dordt College
hosted the second annual Donor-Funded
Scholarship Banquet.
The event brought together
donors and student recipients of
Dordt College scholarships, giving them an opportunity to build a
more personal relationship.
Students welcomed the opportunity to personally meet and thank
their scholarship donors.
Donors and scholarship
recipients met informally over
punch, posed for pictures, and
Ken and LaDonna Huisman fund the Huisman
later enjoyed dinner.
MJoority Scholarships, given this year to Willie
Williams, Mary Dekkers, and Nathaniel Sakuma.
The event provided a way
for the college to thank donors
and simultaneously recognize student recipients.
In order for a student to be awarded a donorfunded scholarship, she or he must apply for the
scholarship, maintain a suitable GPA, meet
donor-selected criteria, in some cases write an
essay, and exhibit Christian character.
Dordt College currently has 62 donor-funded
scholarships and 123 student recipients.
Experience what a blessing it can be to provide
financial assistance for a deserving student, a
future leader. Call the advancement office at
(712) 722-6020 for details.

O

T

he Friends of Dordt Foundation has been around for many years. It's primary goal
is to build and maintain a membership of constituents willing to provide on-going
annual gift support for college programs. The main emphasis is loyal, consistent gift
support; the second is generous annual support.
Membership in the Friends of Dordt Foundation increased from 3065 members in
2000-01 up to a record 3213 members in 2001-02. Combined gift support from foundation members increased sixteen percent, from $2,286,857 in 2000-01 to $2,660,645
in 2001-02.
The Friends of Dordt Foundation essentiaUy serves as a "living endowment" for
the college, strengthening the financial stability of the college. It is the "foundation" of
Dordt's gift support program, with members who stand united in their commitment to
the college as an institution that educates from a Reformed, Christian perspective.
We want to acknowledge and thank foundation members for their consistent and
generous gift support of Dordt College.

Your investment portfolio: Got return?
Dave vander- Wert

F

ind yourself watching the Dow a lot
more these days? Do you find yourself
hoping the market has reached bottom
and will turn around next week?
Unfortunately many people have taken a
financial beating in the stock market, IRAs
and 40 I Ks. The prospects for a quick recovery
in the near future seem rather dim. The threat
of terrorist attacks, corporate financial
shenanigans, unstable crude oil prices, and the
threat of war have and continue to negatively
impact stock market returns. Even the most
seasoned market observers are divided
regarding when a positive market tum-around
will occur.
Those whose income is mainly derived
from investments, pensions, or social security
are especially vulnerable in times of economic
uncertainty. Right now is one of the best times
in history to consider a charitable gift annuity
as an investment instrument.
Does a six percent, eight percent, or even
twelve percent, guaranteed-for-life return sound
good? Like the idea of supplementing your
income and locking in a constant income
stream for life?

Fall 2002

Charitable gift annuities have been used
by charities for over 200 years to enhance
income for donors and benefit charitable causes.
Dordt College can assist you in setting up a gift
annuity that will benefit you and the college.
Cash, stock, land, buildings, or even collectibles can be used to fund your annuity. In
return Dordt will pay you income for life. You
will be entitled to an immediate income tax
deduction and a portion of the income you
receive from the college will be tax-free.
Dordt College has an exceptional record
of on-time payments to donors, and our financial position is strong. We are experts at helping donors reach their charitable goals and will
work with your financial professionals to
accomplish your wishes. A charitable gift annuity will benefit you and Dordt College.
Last year and this year have proven to be
record years in the number of charitable gift
annuities written by charities throughout the
country. Donors are reaping the benefits of a
stabilized consistent income stream from
charitable gift annuities while at the same time
making an immediate positive impact with the
charitable cause of their choice.
Call the Dordt College advancement office
at (712) 722-6020 for details.

These students call constituents four nights a week throughout the year.

Fall Drive goal is $925,000
The goal of the annual Fall Drive for the Dordt College Fund is to raise $925,000
during this academic year. The Dordt College Fund, which keeps tuition affordable, is
vital for improving the quality of our academic programs. It makes possible access to
the latest technology and library resources. It helps fund off-campus study, internships,
and new programs. The Dordt College Fund is also an important resource for grants
and scholarships.
This year a group of donors established a matching challenge program to encourage donors to increase the amount of their gift to the Dordt College Fund. If a donor
gave $100 to the Dordt College Fund last year and gives $200 this year, the group of
donors will meet that increase with another gift of $100.
Development staff members are currently making visits, and thirty-five students
are working the phones to raise the money we need. Reaching our goal will help
ensure excellence and broaden opportunities for our students and faculty.
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Teresa Meyer Waters' faith shapes
her work in health care policy

My

faith is '~hat
motivates me.

It directs how I live,
how I treat people,
and how I select
topics to research.

"
Ican't go preach
to them. God knows
what I do well,
and it's not preaching.
He's given me
other gifts.

"
Free records
The Dordt bookstore is
currently giving away old
records of the Dordt College
Concert Choir. These records
are titled "Be Thou Exalted,"
and contain vocal arrangements of the 150 Psalms.
The Concert Choir first
began recording these
arrangements in 1978, and
there are now nine volumes
available.
These records can be
picked up at the bookstore or
shipped. All nine volumes of
"Be Thou Exalted" are also
available on compact disc at
the bookstore.
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eresa Meyer Waters (' 87) says she is
"absolutely never bored" in her job.
Her work as an economist is challenging and sometimes tiring, but never
boring.
Waters, the associate director for.
research at the Center for Health Services
'Research and an associate professor in the
department of preventive medicine at the
University of Tennessee Health Science
Center (Memphis), has 'found that the Lord
often "takes what you're doing and turns it
round and round" so that you are surprised
at the turns your life takes. The life and
work and family she enjoys so much today
are not what she imagined when she left
Dordt College in 1987.
Waters was an accounting major in
college, not because she was so set on
accounting, but because she wasn't so set
on anything. and it seemed like accounting
would be a practical major. She enjoyed
'her first economics class and loved the calculus courses-which
she says were a critical foundation for learning how to think
through problems and issues. But she
would likely have taken the job offer from
a Big Eight accounting firm if it hadn't
been for the encouragement-relentless
encouragement, she adds-from Dr. Jasper
Lesage and also Dr. Calvin Jongsma to
apply to graduate school.
When Vanderbilt University flew her
down to visit and offered her a fellowship
and living stipend, she decided to try graduate school since it wouldn't put her further into debt. She figured she could teach
economics at the college or university
level.
"I thought that's all you did with a
Ph.D.," she says, adding, "but anyone who
attends a top research university soon finds
out that the emphasis is on research-and
excellence. "
That comment, however, is meant to
encourage, not discourage current students.
"I don't think most students realize
how competitive their Dordt education is,
what a solid foundation they have," she
says. She thinks that more students should
be strongly encouraged to go on to graduate school.
"Like many Dordt students, I knew
and my parents knew from kindergarten on
that I would go to college-Dordt
College
even. but neither they nor I thought beyond
that." Teresa says she couldn't imagine
spending more than four more years in
school when she began college.
"I found that many of my fellow students at Vanderbilt had more encouragement to go to graduate school, but less
background for doing so." she says. "I
received a fabulous education-incredible
one-on-one attention, a very solid mathematical background. and just enough
economics not to distort my idea of what
economics is in graduate school-very
mathematical." She's convinced it was
better to have a broad education, because
she saw too many college economics
majors "get blown away" in grad school.
Today Waters works in health economics, a relatively new field when she
began her doctoral prograrn fifteen years

T

ago, but a growing one
today. Early in her program, she was told that
Vanderbilt had a wellknown and respected
health economist on
faculty that she might
try to work with.
Waters says she was
fortunate to become his
research assistant. That
propelled her into the
field she's in today.
"In the grand
scheme of economists,
I'm very applied," she
says. "I don't do anything that doesn't have
practical implications."
waters, who has over thirty publications to her credit, is as thankful for
her writing courses as her mathematics courses. "[Writing] is the single
Basically, she spends
most important skill needed," she.says. "Writing grants, getting published,
her days trying to
and ccmmunleatiag effectively with students all depend on it."
improve health policy
so that people's health
how I select topics to research," she says.
needs can be better served.
"God calls us to be loving and caring
The health field presents an interesting
people.
There's no place where that's more
market to study, she says. A great deal of
needed
than
in health care policy." The
economic theory assumes "perfect" marmost
powerful
way she can reflect God's
kets. This one is very "imperfect." Perfect
love
is
by
how
she relates to people around
markets have large numbers of buyers and
her,
she
believes.
sellers; this one has few sellers (hospitals
In her research she tries to focus on
and physician gronps) and few buyers
ways
to provide a health care safety net for
(insurance companies). Perfect markets
people
who have the greatest difficulty gethave price sensitivities; this one doesn'tting
the
health care they need. She addalmost everyone has insurance. And perfect
resses
issues
that she hopes will help
markets have informed customers; patients
providers better meet the needs of all
often aren't. She's done studies that look at
people.
how "safety net" hospitals react to chang"In higher education most people pering market conditions and payment policies
ceive religion as a crutch, something for
and how physicians respond to required
those less educated," she says. "In that
reporting of medical malpractice payments.
context you can be a Bible banger or give
Despite its practical outcomes, her
quiet testimony."
work is usually based on theoretical model"Over the years I've seen how a more
ing using complex mathematical formulas
quiet Christianity has an impact," she says.
to develop hypotheses and test models
"I've had friends and colleagues say 'I see
using large data sets. So, although she
something' and want to come to church
describes her work as applied, she spends
with me." Some of these have become
most of her time doing rigorous academic
Christians. At present someone from her
work.
husband's lab has been coming to church
"Almost everything I do is very longwith the family.
term. Rewards and pay-offs take time," she
"So many people in higher education
says. "That's difficult at times," she admits
think they don't need God," she says. She
and says she has to set short-term, intenneand her family try to demonstrate that they
diate, and long-term goals to feel like she's
do.
making progress. A typical study can take
"I can't preach to them. God knows
up to three years of research and then
what I do well, and it's not preaching. He's
another two years to write up and get pubgiven me other gifts."
lished.
She strongly encourages Dordt stuBut through the mathematical rigor,
dents to explore whether they may be
Waters says basically she keeps trying to
called to policy-setting academic workimprove health policy. It's not always easy.
and professors to encourage them relentHealth care needs are challenging, particulessly if needed.
larly in Memphis, which is located in the
"When you let go and let God take
Mississippi Delta, a very poor area of the
control of your life, you can find he has a
country with some bad racial issues, she
wonderful plan for you." She's found her
says. She wants to be part of the solution
life challenging and exciting. But not withand not part of the problem, which someout its dark days. When both she and her
times makes choices difficult when you
husband were faculty at Northwestern
have a family to protect.
University and Chris didn't get tenure in
She, her husband, Chris, and her
the bio-medical engineering department, it
daughters Katie and Samantha, belong to a
was a difficult time. Now they both have
"wonderful church" that helps give context
positions at the University of Tennessee
and support to their living as Christians in
Health Science Center and feel they live a
all areas of their life. Waters says a Sunday
more balanced family life than they could
school class she attends reminds her of dishave in Chicago. Her brother Peter's death
cussions in GEN 300, "Calling, Task and
earlier this year from cancer still clouds her
Culture."
days, but she knows God cares for his chil"My faith is what motivates me. It
dren. She is grateful for that confidence,
directs how I live. how I treat people, and
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From the Alumni Office

The best laid plans . •
Judy Hagey

F

or a recent trip I used an internet mapping
program to help me find my way to a
series of meetings. I
found my way to the first
address without any difficulty, except that the
address was a horne, not
the church I was supposed to be at. During
another portion of my
trip I had the distinct
feeling, which was later
confmned, that the route
mapped out was hardly
the most direct one. A
careful reading of a map
would have revealed
that, but I chose to rely
on the mapping prograro
Judy (Vande Hcef
instead of my own
instincts. Lesson learned.
So it is in life. When I learned that the
Student Union Building would be demolished
I thought alumni might be interested in having
a piece of Dordt College (besides student loan
statements or paid-up tuition bills) as a
memento. And what represents Dordt better
than the red brick that faces nearly every
building? But that idea went over like, well, a
ton of bricks. One huge thud.
But the mailboxes-now there's a piece
of the past that brings back all sorts of warm
fuzzy memories. And wouldn't it be innovative to sell them on-line-so
everyone could
have equal opportunity to get their box number? Imagine my delight at finding a website
where you could host your own auction-at

Alumni notes
•

no charge. Our in-house testing worked great.
(We had quite the spirited bidding in our
office.) The day carne to post all 600 boxes
on-line. We posted and waited for the bids to
roll in. Only what we got were
messages-polite
and patientwondering why it was taking so
long to get a password in order
to bid? By the end of the first
week we realized that it was not
likely that all the alums wanting
to bid were going to get their
own password. Thankfully, we
did have one working password
through which we could submit
bids. A bit of a detour, but in the
end, we arrived.
Maybe your life hasn't taken
the path you thought it would
when you left Dordt College.
Maybe you haven't ended up
'73) Hagey
where you thought you would,
or maybe the path to your current situation was a lot more wandering than
you expected. Knowing God's plans for our
lives isn't as easy as finding a Bible verse that
lays it all out for us. Nor are his plans always
so neat. Responding obediently to our calling
is a life-long process of assessing your gifts,
expanding your knowledge and skills, and
always being in tune with the Lord's desires.
The journey may be challenging or fmstrating; rocky at times, smooth at others. But the
journey, too, is part of the plan-shaping
us
into the persons God calls us to be. Wherever
God calls you, I hope you see the journey, as
well as the destination, as part of his unfolding purpose in your life.

Rev. Mark Vander Hart ('75) taught a
course on doctrine at the Riga Reformed
Theological Seminary in Riga, Latvia, this past
July. Reverend Vander Hart is associate professor of Old Testament Studies at Mid-America
Reformed Seminary in Dyer, Indiana.
Jerry De Groot ('76) joined the faculty
of Purdue University North Central as a continuing lecturer in August 2002. Jerry graduated
from the University of California in June 2002
after completing a master's degree in mathematics. In 1983, Jerry received his first M.A. in
math education from the University of

November 29-30
Palm Beach, Florida

Christian Elementary, Pella Christian, Mt.
Vernon Christian, and Ripon Christian schools.
He has also worked as an adjunct faculty member at several colleges.

Concert Choir Tour

John
master of
University
lives with
Colorado.

Van Milligan ('76) received a
science in computer science from the
of Colorado on May 18,2002. John
his wife, Pam, in Lakewood,

Peter ('85) and Beverly Helmus live in
Maple Ridge, British Columbia. Peter recently

Kenneth and Becky (Terpstra, '85)
Jongsma will move to Lexington, Kentucky, in
June 2003. Kenneth recently graduated from
medical school and will do his residency in
Kentucky. In August, Becky and Kenneth had a
baby boy, Nolan Henry, who joins Estelle (8),
Dora (7), Adeline (6), and Edith (2).
Norman and Candace (Holtrop)
TeKrony ('86, '96) live in Sioux Center, Iowa.
Norm works as a mechanical engineer and is
part-owner of Engineering Design Associates.
Inc. Candace graduated with her MSW degree
from the University of Nebraska at Omaha in
December 1998. She currently works as a mental health therapist at Season's Center in
Sheldon, Iowa.

thirteenth year as teacher. Marlae is the supervisory bookkeeper for the Accounts Payable
Division of Flora, Inc. Jim and Marlae have

four children: Tim (15), Brittany (13), Angela
(12), and Kevin (10).
Mark and Kristen (Hommes) Hollander
('87, '89) live in Lynden, Washington. Mark is
a real estate developer, and Kristen is a NCAA
Women's Basketball referee and a state-certified varsity level girl's high school basketball
referee. Mark and Kristen have three children:

Educational Opportunities
• English Department Conference
"Writers and Communities' featuring
faculty and alumni presentations

• Alumni Art Show

Courtney (6), Haley (4), and Tara (4 months).
Gord and Stephanie (Vander Wekken,
'87) Littell moved to Lacombe, Alberta, after
living for twelve years in Agassiz, British
Columbia. Stephanie is teaching grades five
and six at Lacombe Christian School, and Gord
is working at Pentagon Farm Center. Their two
daughters, Dawn (9) and Kayla (6), are attending Lacombe Christian School.
Irene (Brower, '88) Hooyer graduated
with a master of arts in education from Fresno
Pacific University in May 2002. She continues
to teach the second grade at Central Valley
Christian School.

h the website and your

o

m;;inf§'fiffillOrFBn

registration materials.
Fall 2002

January 8
Omaha, Nebraska
January 9
Kansas CIty, Kansas
January 10
St. Louis, Missouri
January 12
Cedar Rapids and
Des Moines, Iowa

began work as a sixth grade teacher at HaneyPitt Meadows Christian School. He continues to
operate Petersiding, his construction company.

tinues to work at Ebenezer Christian School.
This will be his fifth year as principal and his

• Basketball
• Indoor Track

Defender Basketball

Northern Iowa. Before accepting the position at
Purdue, Jerry taught high school math and
physics and junior high math at Sheldon

Jim and Marlae (Haveman) Buss ('87,
ex '88) live in Lynden, Washington. Jim con-

Sporting Events

Regional
events

Greg and Marcy (Talsma) Stravers ('91,
'89) live in Pella, Iowa. Greg recently earned
his Qualified Environmental Professional
(QEP) certification. He works as the safety and
environmental engineer for Precision Pulley
and Idler. He and Marcy have three sons: Justin

(7), Colin (4), and Ian (two months).

Director of
Corporate and
Business
.......•.
·•i.Support
.
.....
_.
.
. ..:~.

..

,

.

Dordt College is seeking a
Director of Corporate and Business
Support to coordinate solicitation of
gift support from corporations and
businesses and for fund raising in
assigned geographical areas.
Reporting to the Vice President for
College Advancement, duties also
include overseeing the Dordt
Development Foundation, soliciting
for the Iowa College Foundation,
directing current and developing
new programs.
Candidates should possess a
four-year degree with three years of
related experience or an equivalent
combination of education, experience, and training. Strong verbal
and written communication skills
are desired, including the ability to
speak to groups. Candidates should
also possess good computer and
organizing skills.
Qualified candidates with a
personal commitment to a
Reformed, biblical faith and the
mission of Dordt College should
forward a letter of application and
resume to Susan Droog, Director of
Human Resources at the address
listed below. A review of all applications will begin October 15 and
continue until the position is filled.
Dordt College does not discriminate as to sex,
age, national origin, marital status or against
'- those who are disabled.

DORDT COLLEGE
498 4th Avenue NE
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
712-722-6000
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Amsterdam, where we said goodbye to the
barge and its crew. From there we journeyed

to

Tiel, the Netherlands, to join the "Heart of
Europe" tour and eighteen additional alumni
and friends. For the next two weeks we toured
seven western

European

countries

by motor

coach and also had the option of taking several
daytime

excursions.

Exploring more of the Netherlands,
including the Hague and Amsterdam, and visiting the Margraten American Military
Cemetery

were especially

meaningful

for those

with Dutch "roots," which included almost all
of us.

In Belgium we toured the city of Antwerp
and ate Belgian waffles for lunch!
Some of the highlights in Germany were a
cruise down the Rhine River with picturesque
views of dozens of old castles and a visit to

the city of Heidelberg with a stop in the
Church of the Holy Ghost, where the catechism was written in 1563. We also spent time
in the well-preserved medieval city of Rothenburg, still surrounded with its fortressed brick
wall, and Munich, with its famed glockenspiel.
Austria and the Bavarian Alps afforded
many opportunities
for picture taking, and a
number in our group took advantage of the
optional Bavarian Castle tour. And then it was
Row 1: (I-r) Rita Strydhorst, Beth Grashuis, Belle Draayer, Barb Kettelson, Eleanor Feenstra, Beth Jasper, Vicki Hall. Row 2: James Strydhorst, John
Grashuis, Ken Draayer, LeRoy Feenstra, Gar Jasper, Howie Hall. Row 3: Tracie Kostcrs, Phyllis Roelofs, Elaine Memmelaar, Dee Frump, Judy Van gee,
Judy Mauer, Thelma Grande, Linda Francis. Row 4: Allen Kcsters, Curt Roelofs, Arlan Memmelaar, Dale Frump, Clarence Van zee, Lois Zuidema,
Larry Zuidema.

Heart of Europe tour brings alums together
wake-up call at 7:30 a.m., breakfast in the

Elaint': Memmetaar

•

For the next two
weeks we toured seven

his past summer Dordt College hosted
another fifteen-day "Heart of Europe"

T

tour for alumni and friends. Travelers
also had the option of arriving in the
Netherlands
six days earlier to enjoy a Bike
and Barge Tour through the province of North

tries by motor coach.

"

Romeo

and Juliet's

city of Verona and then

Venice, the city of islands and canals. St.
Mark's Square, the Rialto Bridge spanning the
Grand Canal. and a gondola ride were some of
the memorable experiences
there.
Crossing into Switzerland,
we were once

again in the Alps and could take a cogwheel
rail and cable car to the summit of Mt.

dining room at 8:00, pack our own lunches

Stanserhorn,

from the delicious food provided by the caprain's wife, and on our bikes by 9:00.
With our Dutch guide leading the way, we
biked an average of thirty miles a day and
enjoyed a view of Holland not often explored

of the mountaintops. The jumble of bells we
heard up there echoed from the cows in the
watching

the

hang-gliders
soaring above us.
The final city on our itinerary was Paris,
France, and after a boat tour on the River
Seine, we climbed up into the Eiffei Tower
for impressive
views of the city. Our
"Evening in Paris" included dinner at a
French restaurant
and then a night tour of the
city, with stops at the Louvre Museum, Notre

Howard

small villages,
ing windmills,

from various

and people, and making morning and afternoon stops for "koffie." While we biked, our
barge was making its way through inland

Dame Cathedral, and the Arc de Triomphe.
The next day we said farewell to our fellow
alumni, now all good friends, and flew back

waterways to the evening's destination where
we would again board it and enjoy an evening

thankful for the blessings of safety, good

of dinner and relaxation.
On June 28 we were once again back in

much more of the world.

alumni,

including

U.S. departure

escorts

cities. We were

trausported to the "Steile Bank" barge docked
in the Amsterdam

harbor

"compact"

home for the next five

cabins,

and moved

into our

nights.
After a get-acquainted
tion, we learned

evening

the daily routine

and orientaquickly:

included
sailboats to
the cows to
streets of

below, and we enjoyed

view

and Vicki Hall. met at Schiphol International
Airport on Juue 23. having flowu overnight

Eleven

tourist. Highlights
of the dikes where
sitting higher than
on cobble-stoned

meadows

where we had a 360 degree

by the average
biking on top
our right were
our left, riding

Holland.

western European coun-

on to northern Italy, where we first toured

seeing numerous canals, tourlearning the history of towns

to our respective
weather,

destinations

and the opportunity

in the U.S.,
to experience

so

Alumni
notes--------------------------Mark Huyer and Angela Struyk-Huyer

('93,

'88) live in Burnstown, Ontario, with their three children, Catrina, Levi, and Gabriel. Mark teaches courses
in history and industrial education at Amprior and

e-mail us
We never seem to have trouble
filling issues of the Voice, but
we'd still like to give you the
opportunity to offer your ideasstories you'd like to read about,
people you think could be
profiled, or even writers we might
consider using. Send your
suggestions and alumni news to
voice@dordt.edu or write Sally
Jongsma, Dordt College Voice,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.
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where Frigidaire products are built. In April, Lee and
Tracey welcomed their second son, Grant, into the

Conservative, But Not a Hatemonger," Todd explored
the stigma attached to being religious and politically

family. He joins their first son, Sean (2).
This past school year, Amy Ooms ('95) had the

District Public High School. Angela works as a parttime tutor for Renfrew Family and Children's

opportunity to teach four missionaries' children in
Guinea, West Africa. The school met in a room at her

conservative. The article can be found online at
http://www.msnhc.com/news/813931.asp.
Mick Vande Griend ('99) graduated from
Valparaiso University School of Law with honors on

Services. Mark and Angela have ten acres of land and
are currently raising a few animals.
Jason and Tami (Miedema '93) Johnson live in

house. Amy taught an American curriculum to each of
the students. After spending the summer at home,

May 19, 2002. He has accepted a position with a law
firm in Omaha, where he hopes to practice in real

Amy has returned for a second year.
Scott and Kristin (Vander Plaats, '95) Shippy
recently moved to San Diego, California. Scott is sta-

estate, trusts, and wills.
SueLea VanderMay ('99) received her Master
of Arts in teaching from Willamette University this

and Tami have three children: Jacob (7), Jessica (3),

tioned aboard Marine Corps Air Station Miramar.
Kristin stays at home with their two children, James

and Jackson (6 months).

(2) and Peter (I).

May. SueLea lives in Salem, Oregon.
Joel Vos ('99) married Christie Rydell on
August 11, 200 I. They live in Sioux City, Iowa. In

Inwood, Iowa. Jason works in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, for Caterpillar, and Tami is a registered nurse
for Hegg Home Health in Rock Valley, Iowa. Jason

Clary and Stacey (Mulder) Kloosterhof ('93,
'92) recently moved to Manhattan, Montana. Clary
works for Belgrade Equipment, and Stacey stays at
home with their three children, Haley (5), Willem (2),

and Micah (1).

Matt and Kristen (Cnossen '97) Nichols live in
Hawaiian Gardens, California. Kristen teaches eighth
grade English at Valley Christian Middle School in
Cerritos. She is currently working on her MFA in
Creative Writing at Antioch University in Los Angeles

May, Joel graduated from the University of Iowa
College of Law. He has since accepted a position as
an associate at the Heidman Law Firm in Sioux City.
Bridget De Yager ('01) began graduate studies in
TESOL at the Monterey Institute of International Studies.

Chris Newton in September 2000. Following their
marriage, Chris and Mavis moved to Providence,
Rhode Island, where Chris is the Administrator of

and plans to finish in December of 2003. Matt works
for Pacific Life in Newport Beach and coaches varsity
football at Valley Christian High School.
Todd Schemper ('97) recently placed sixth in

Franklin and Denise (van der Lee) Guillaume
('0 I, ex '03) live in Red Deer, Alberta. Franklin
works for Collins Barrow, an accounting firm, and

Surgery in the VA New England Health Care System.
Mavis works as a seventh and eighth grade special

an Ironman triathlon competition. The competition
included a lOO-mile bike race, a two-mile swim, and a

Christian school.
Jill Vossen (ex '01) moved to Moscow, Russia,

education teacher.
Lee and Tracey (Van Voorst) Roose ('94, ex

marathon.
Todd Werkhoven (ex '97) published an article

in August to serve as head of student development at
the Russian-American Christian University, raising

'95) live in Webster City, Iowa. In May, Lee started a

in Newsweek magazine's "My Turn" column, a col-

support for the University.

new job as Production Design Engineer at Electrolux,

umn of personal opinion. In the article, titled "I'm a

Mavis (Runia, '94) Newton was married to

Denise teaches grades one and two at Ponoka

Fall 2002

Future Defenders -----

__

Joel and Ruth (Dykhouse) De Waard C82, '83), Anna Ruiwen, born 9/2/01, adopted 6/25/02
Richard and Carol (Kanis) Posthuma C82, '81), Elizabeth Rulynn, 9/28/01
Norian and Julia (Coffer) De Groot C83, '88), Megan Elaine, 6/10/02
Doug ('84) and Jennifer Attema, Sienna Rose, 5/2/02
Kenneth and Becky (Terpstra, '85) Jongsma, Nolan Henry, 8127/02
David and Marsha (Groenendyk, ex '85) Workman, Philip David, 7/12/02
Ken and Vonda (Isakson) Minderhoud C86, '87), Sydney Erin, 6/27/02
Mark and Kristen (Hommes) Hollander C87, '89), Tara Muriel, 6/9/02
David and Alicia (Nugteren, '88) AdmiraaJ, James Peter, 1/16102
Darrell (ex '88) and Michelle Fynaardt, Daniel William, 6/14/02
James and Mindy (Jongejeugd, '88) Moore, Eli Charles, 4/14/02
Glenn and Stephanie (Walhof) Zevenbergen C89, '90), Cole John, 12/4/01
Rob and Dori (Kooistra, '90) Horstman, Quin Robert, 5/9102
Marv and Kendra (Van Duyn) Kuipers (ex '90, '98), Levi Jonathan, 6110102
David and Jeanette Ruiter (90), Cathryn, 4/28/02
Brent and Becky (Haak, '90) Stammis, Margaret Frances, 11/27/01
Brian Koning ('00) and Melissa Abee eOl) were married on August 10, 2002 in Salt Lake City; Utah. ThirtySeven of the wedding guests were Dordt alumni or were currently attending Dordt. This was a special reunion
because it brought Dordl grads from as far as Japan and China, and because of the age span; the oldest Dordt
representative graduated in '68, and the youngest is currently a junior.
Daniel and Billie (Draper) Streufert (ex
'03, ex '01) live in Saint Peter, Minnesota. Dan
is currently attending the Carlson School of
Management at the University of Minnesota in

Dave Andringa

(93) and Jody Sudenga, 7/20/02

Chris Newton and Mavis RUDia ('94), 9/23/00
Chad Faber (95) and Aslihan Sarac, 7/3/00
Todd Pierson and Lisa Barry (96), 2/23/02
Eric Sal and Rachelle Martinus (96), 6/23/01

the Masters program of Human Resources and
Industrial Relations.

Mike Hostetler and Gina Elgersma (97), 7/27/02
Matt Nichols and Kristen Cnossen ('97), 4/7/01

In Memory

Jason Nikkel (97) and Laura Roelofs, 7/27/02
Greg Omand and Heather Hamilton ('97),
6/16/01

Galen Lefers ('96) died Thursday, September
26, 2002 at Douglas County Memorial Hospital as
a result of a traffic accident. The funeral was held
on Saturday, September 28 at the Christian
Reformed Church in Harrison, South Dakota. He is
survived by his parents, Dean and Marilyn, and his
three sisters, Jill Lemon, Judy Witteveen, and
Karen Ackerman.
Barry De long, son of Marlo and Joyce (De
Nooy, ex '62) De long, was killed in a tragic car
accident on May 19,2000. Barry is survived by his
wife, Kimberly.

Marriages

Benjamin Goodrich and Melissa Dykstra
8/17/02

('98),

Steve Kimble (98) and Hope Baker (98), 7/6/02
David Kuiper (ex '98) and Sarah Juhl COl),
6/22/02
Sean Covington ('99) and Laurie Hoogeveen
C°I),7/5/02
Chris de Gooijer and Catelijne De Yin ('99),
9/20/01
Tim De Jonge and Heidi Petersen ('99), 8/9/02
Andrew Keizer (99) and Rebekah Dieter COO),
7/27/02
Kevin Rosencrans and Christine Hospers ('99)
Ryan verver ('99)and Cristin Decker
Joel Vos (99) and Christie Rydell, 8/11/01

('63),

Brian Koning COO)and Melissa Abee COl),
8/10/02

Norman TeKrony ('86) and Candace
(96), 8/3/01

Holtrop

William Zondag and Sara Boolsma COO), 8/17/02
Franklin Guillaume ('0 I) and Denise van del'
Lee (ex '93), 6/29/02

Brian Mitchell and Heidi Nibbelink

('87)

Mitch Beaumont
C02), 6/8/02

('02) and Annette Elgersma

Brad Bierma ('02) and Kristin Schippers

SVB

('02)

-Phone:
# of Memory Banks@$100each=$,

Mailbox number:

_

Shane and Monica (Zandbergen,
'94) Kussmann, Gloria, 3127102
Aaron and Brenda (De Jong) Prins ('94, '92), Austin Anthony, 3128/02
Jay ('94) and Carissa Regnerus, Camiryn Grace, 3/3/02
Lee and Tracey (Van Voorst) Roose ('94, ex. '95), Grant Allen, 4/28/02,
Dan (94) and Mary Lee Sonke, Jacob Jay, 2/23/02
Jonathan and Heidi (Veldman) Van Hulzen C94, '95), Elianna Grace, 3/31/02
Matthew and Teri (Vanden Berg) Bos C95, '95), Devon Michael, 1/10/02
Matthew and Carla (Zevenbergen, '95) Eenigenburg, Brandon Jon, 8/14/02
Tim (95) and Dawn Stetson, Mason John, 3/26/02
Mark (95) and Kim Vande Zande, Kayla Joy, 5/7/02
(Vos) Breems C96, '97), Joya, 6/13/02

Dan and Anne (Gerritsen '96) Kamstra, William James, 8/14/02,
Mitch and Kara (Van Heyst) Menning C96, ex '97), Isaiah Michael, 3/26/02
Marv and Kim (Van Veldhuizen) Meyers C96, '96), Lucas Henry, 8/28/02
Matthew and Sarah (Bouma) Mosser C96, '97), Ethan Mark, 9/11/02
Jay and Alissa (Pluim) Schuiteman C96, '96), Darby Joy, 2/4/02
Tom and Melissa (Vander Lugt) Kamp C96, '96) Ivan Peter, 6/12/02
Randy and Jennifer (Van Hattem) Visser C96, '98), Katelyn Fim, 5/10/01
Jeremy and Kathy (Schippers) Baas C96, ex '99), Clayton Aric, 4/16/02

Brad and Melanie (Gritters) Meinders COO, '00), Braden Isaiah, 6/30/01
Tim and Angela (Vink) Alsum COl, '01), Grant Newton, 5/4/02
Jonathan and Emily (Groenewold) Bakker (ex '01, ex '02), Jori Lynn, 1/23/02

CORRESPONDENCE

'

W choice
d

Postage $

_

Total Enclosed $

_

Memory Banks will be sent at an additional cost of
$7.50 per bank to cover postage unless you would like
us to hold your Memory Bank for your pick-up.
Please call or e-mail to make arrangements.
Submit order form along with payment to:
Dordt College Alumni Office,
498 4th Avenue NE, Sioux Center, IA 51250
Make checks payable to:
Dordt College - Alumni Scholarship

CLIPPING

We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and what kinds of
events are happening in your life. Please fill out the coupon below and mail to:

0

Fall 2002

Scott and Melanie (Van De Berg) Wynja C93, ex '95), Tori Mae, 5/7/02
Dale and Valerie (Schiebout, '94) Brown, Alex Christian, 4/14/02

1st choice
2 choice

larship Fund.

Mark Huyer and Angela Struyk-Huyer
C93, '88), Gabriel James, 3/19/02
Todd and Carolyn (Eisses) Teune C93, '93), Dawson Tony, 6/17/02
Mike and Bonnie (De Vries) Vander Berg ('93, '93) Miranda Jean, 4/8102
Michael and Amy (Vanden Hoek) Vande Voort ('93, '96), Hendrick Calvin, 9/24/02
Gene and Darlys (Sprik) Vis C93, '94), Parker Roger, 10/9/00
Nolan and Karla (Marcus) Vos C93, '92), Elijah Alexander, 4116/02

Michael and Tara (Van Wyk) Fransman C99, '00), Adrianna Carol, 5/31/02
Joel and Melanie (Benson) Van Den Brink C99, '99), Jacalyn Sue, 1/14/02
Dean and Michelle (De Vries, '00) Bogda, Emilee Marja, 5/28102

E-mail:

Proceeds go to the

Brian and Jill (Bousema) Sipma C93, '92), Zachary Scott, born 6/3/02, adopted 6/4/02
Ralph (ex '93) and Marian Staal, Emily Grace, 6/12/02

Bruce and Kristi (Vos) Van Dyken C98, '01), Arie Wayne, 2111/02

Address:

Order yours now!

Dave and Cindy (Hoekstra) Gritters (ex '92, '92), Jocelyn Rose, 1/15/02
John and Janeen (Ybema) Klompien C92, '92), Ethan John, 1/31/02
Michael and Sonja (Larson) Nop C92, '93), Victor Michael, 7/15/02
Greg and Beth (Treick) Boon C93, '94), Kera Joy, 6/25/01

Byron and Jennifer (Horjus) Ling C97, ex '98), Caleb Andrew, 3/28/02
Eric and Stephanie (Vis) Walhof ('97, '96), Damon Jay, 2/18/02

Name:

The perfect memento
of your Dordt years.
A great gift for a spouse,
child, or friend.

Jeff and Janine (Buffinga) Burgsma C91, '91), Josiah Ralph, 6/17/02
Chris and Patti (De Nooy, '91) Johnson, Andrew Christian, 6/14/02
Steve and Donna (Wind) Kortenhoeven ('91, '91), Adam Benjamin, 6/21/02
Greg and Marcy (Talsma) Stravers C91, '89), Ian Michael, 7/15/02
Bill ('91) and Helinda Vander Kooi, Annabelle Janita, 3/5/01

Nick and Jennifer

-M-A-;:-iec-~-if-th?-pa-~-, :-le-ga-~-fOA-rt-h~--'-fu-t~-e

__

Veenstra C90, '90), Grant, 7/13/02

James and Karen (Van Veldhuizen) Verhoeven ('90, '87), Abigail Renee, 10/11/01
Eric and Clarinda (Griffioen) Westra C90, '94), Rylie Mariette, 6116/02
Stuart (91) and Amy Bokhoven, Matthew Stuart, 5/15/02

Randy and Gail (Van Middendorp,
'93) Harlow, Charity Faith, 5/1/02
Stephen and Sherrie (Van Hal, '93) Kelly, Liam Michael, 7/2/02

David Fleming and Beverly Stiemsma
10/6/01

Jeff Vande Voort (91) and Linda Pittsley, 7/6/02
Doug Veldhuizen and Juli Gesink (91), 8/13/02

Joel and Julie (Bruxvoort)

Alumni Association, Dordt College, 498 4th Ave. NE, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250 or
e-mail voice@dordt.edu.
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